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Tools may shatter. Wear cover or eye glasses to avoid injury during tapping.
Tools may be shatter. Use tools under the proper tapping condition.
Never wear gloves during turning operations as the gloves may get caught
with the tools.
Wear safety shoes to avoid injuring yourself by the falling tools.

On attaching tools to the machine, fasten firmly to avoid 
chattering and run-out.
Fasten the workpieces firmly so that they never move during 
operation. Never use worn tools or damaged tools with chipping.
Take a special care to fire trouble. High temperature during 
machining may cause fire.

Please note that specification may change without advance notice.

Warning

Table of dimension and sizes

Tapping operation
Shank adjuster
Products related to I series

Area of applicationFeatures of I series

Tapping with 
drilling machine

Manual tapping by 
using tap wrench

By one touch, attaching and detaching to I series tap
(IHT/ISP/IPO) become possible.

Designed specifically for simple 
tapping operations such as manual 
tapping and drilling machine tapping.
Surface treated (oxidization).
Treatment most suitable for 
tapping SPC and soft steel.
Recommendable for smaller 
quantity tapping such as 
tapping of test pieces.
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Tools may shatter. Wear cover or eye glasses to avoid injury during tapping.
Tools may be shatter. Use tools under the proper tapping condition.
Never wear gloves during turning operations as the gloves may get caught
with the tools.
Wear safety shoes to avoid injuring yourself by the falling tools.

On attaching tools to the machine, fasten firmly to avoid 
chattering and run-out.
Fasten the workpieces firmly so that they never move during 
operation. Never use worn tools or damaged tools with chipping.
Take a special care to fire trouble. High temperature during 
machining may cause fire.

Please note that specification may change without advance notice.
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(IHT/ISP/IPO) become possible.

Designed specifically for simple 
tapping operations such as manual 
tapping and drilling machine tapping.
Surface treated (oxidization).
Treatment most suitable for 
tapping SPC and soft steel.
Recommendable for smaller 
quantity tapping such as 
tapping of test pieces.
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